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SCHANCOVER-covering is a

solution to minimize the escape of gas.

T

he cover is supportet with a stainless

steel mast, on which there are stretching
cords to the outside of the tank. This
construction makes it possible for upkeep
of both the cover and the inside of the tank,
Because the cover at anytime can be pulled back
– without any contact to the liquid manure, and
without lossen the steel mast. Fore protection of
the cover there are in the circumference
mounted a strong band in PVC.

S

CHANCOVER-gives You a added

productive capacity, improved the manure value
and further more, it can be used to accumulate
of Biogas, that are produced when the liquid
manure is brewing.
Less ammonia evaporation and less obnoxious

The Cover is resting on cords, these cords is fasten on the
tank with a special developed hardware.

smells is a result beneficial for considerations.

On our HomePage You can Download
a information form.
Fill in the form and send it to us, then
we will make a non-committal offer.

Produced individual after task.

We are also in a position to deliver
Biogas storage tanks, produced in materials
which is air-tight and resistant to microorganism.

Delivered and mounted.
Can be delivered gastight.
5 years factory guarantee.

SCHANFLEX
— all in High Frequency– and Hotair welding —
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- Gate
W

ith more than 15 years knowledge on
materials and welding technique, can we at
SCHANFLEX promise you, that a SCHANCOVER
matches all excistens covers on the marked.

S

CHANCOVER ís delivered with a unique type
of Gate, that exclude allready known problems
from gates on other covers.

? The Gatesystem requires no risky and difficult
climb on to the cover, because with help from a
uniq rollsystem, you can stand next to the tank
and open the gate.
?

Contemporary the gate is hold, so that it at no
time can drop down into the tank.
All tension grip for cords are in stainless steel.

?
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CHANCOVER can be delivered with different
accessories, for example a special SCHANFLEXlead-in for different pipes.
These can of course be made conic and gastight.

SCHANCOVER-Gate
Can be produced and mounted on cover
from other suppliers.
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Technical specification

General

COVER

SCHANCOVER is approved by

Polyester 1100 d TEX

Research Centre Bygholm

1100 g/m2

Weight

Ultimate stress 4400/3800 N/5 cm
Temperature

- 40 °C / + 80 °C

(journal nr. 2002-64-261)
And are produced in agreement
With all current environment– and
building codes requirement.

SCHANCOVER-gate is
Resistant against
ammonia- og biogas

special developed by

SCHANFLEX.
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